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What stressors are you seeing in kids and teens since COVID 19?

Many children and teens are finding themselves struggling with isolation. Children especially are experiencing confusion. 
Though some who struggle with anxiety have found relief in being home, most feel isolated and have a sense of loss from not 
seeing friends or not participating in major events such as prom, graduation, and end of the year ceremonies. Without sports 
and extra-curricular activities, active children find themselves without outlets and without connections with their peers. Be-
cause isolation is linked to depression and anxiety, we see more symptoms that look like withdrawing or acting out. Parents 
may see more irritability, tantrums, crying, and complaining. These behaviors are actually from their inability to express their 
thoughts and feelings in an appropriate or helpful way.

What coping techniques would you recommend for kids and teens while they are sheltering at home?

There are a variety of things kids and teens can do:

Self Care:
Continue to eat healthy food and not stock up on junk. Continue a normal sleep routine instead of staying up late on video 
games. Drink plenty of water instead of soda or sports drinks. Maintain good grooming habits such as showering daily.

Grounding and somatic exercises
• Deep breathing exercises
• 4-7-8 Exercise
• Take 5 Video
• Blow Bubbles: Pop ‘Worry’ Bubbles

Engage the 5 Senses!
•List 1 thing you see, 1 thing you hear, 1 thing you feel, 1 thing you smell and 1 thing you taste.

Progressive Muscle Relaxation
• Relaxation Music

Crafts or Project Links
• Homemade Stress Balls
• Create Worry Stones Video 1
• Create Worry Stones Video 2 
• Homemade Play Dough - Create Together! 
• Painting: Use preprinted designs to paint with water colors 

Other Support
• The Calm App: Check your app store or google play store
• Locate and contact a local therapist. You are not alone! We are here for you! -
h�p://familyrenewalcounseling.com/jessica-tomlinson/

Family Tips
•Turn off the news! Parents can watch when children are not in the room.
•Talk to your kids and teens about their feelings and concerns.
•Ask them directly "Are you feeling sad? Lonely?" etc.
•Use emojis if kids are unable to put words to feelings.
•Make family discussions age appropriate.
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And He took the children in His arms, placed His hands 
on them and blessed them.
Mark 10:16

https://www.youtube.com/embed/1fVyMUw53fs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PmBYdfv5RSk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sh79w9pn9Cg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aT2nn4W2WA8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDKyRpW-Yuc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ndp2gq6wveM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vxU3tKvkyp8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sWC-ZE9xVDw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PehxxBY-U-I
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